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Abstract

Interaction between ocean waves and sea ice may play an important role in sea ice retreat in the Arctic. However, it is difficult

to quantify the change of ocean waves propagating in ice as nearly no available measurements. Although SAR has shown the

capability of imaging ocean waves in ice-covered areas, there are few attempts to retrieve two-dimensional ocean wave spectra

(OWS) by SAR. In this study, we applied the previously developed nonlinear inversion scheme, i.e., the MPI scheme, to retrieve

OWS by the Sentinel-1 SAR data acquired in the Barents Sea, where waves penetrate deeply in ice. We compared the retrieved

spectra by different combinations of modulation transfer functions (MTFs) used in the MPI scheme, i.e., the same MTFs as

those used in retrievals in open water, neglecting both the hydrodynamic and tilt modulations in the MTFs, and neglecting

the hydrodynamic modulation but remaining the tilt modulation (a new one fitted in this study for HH-polarized SAR data

over ice) in the MTFs. As no in situ measurements (e.g., by directional buoys) available, we compared the simulated SAR

image spectra based on the retrievals with the observational SAR image spectra to quantify their respective performances.

The comparisons suggest that neglecting hydrodynamic modulation can significantly improve the retrievals. Remaining tilt

modulation can further improve the retrievals, particularly for range-travelling waves. The study enhances the understanding

of principles of SAR imaging waves in ice and provides basics for retrievals of ocean wave spectra by SAR data in ice-covered

areas.
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Key Points:

• Retrieval of two-dimensional ocean wave spectra in sea ice by spaceborne
SAR data

• Tilt modulation in sea ice for HH-polarized SAR data is derived

• Hydrodynamic modulation is negligible in the retrieval, while tilt modu-
lation contributes to accurate retrieval in range-travelling waves.

Abstract

Interaction between ocean waves and sea ice may play an important role in sea
ice retreat in the Arctic. However, it is difficult to quantify the change of ocean
waves propagating in ice as nearly no available measurements. Although SAR
has shown the capability of imaging ocean waves in ice-covered areas, there are
few attempts to retrieve two-dimensional ocean wave spectra (OWS) by SAR. In
this study, we applied the previously developed nonlinear inversion scheme, i.e.,
the MPI scheme, to retrieve OWS by the Sentinel-1 SAR data acquired in the
Barents Sea, where waves penetrate deeply in ice. We compared the retrieved
spectra by different combinations of modulation transfer functions (MTFs) used
in the MPI scheme, i.e., the same MTFs as those used in retrievals in open wa-
ter, neglecting both the hydrodynamic and tilt modulations in the MTFs, and
neglecting the hydrodynamic modulation but remaining the tilt modulation (a
new one fitted in this study for HH-polarized SAR data over ice) in the MTFs.
As no in situ measurements (e.g., by directional buoys) available, we compared
the simulated SAR image spectra based on the retrievals with the observational
SAR image spectra to quantify their respective performances. The comparisons
suggest that neglecting hydrodynamic modulation can significantly improve the
retrievals. Remaining tilt modulation can further improve the retrievals, par-
ticularly for range-travelling waves. The study enhances the understanding of
principles of SAR imaging waves in ice and provides basics for retrievals of ocean
wave spectra by SAR data in ice-covered areas.

Plain Language Summary

Surface waves can penetrate sea ice for a long distance by hundreds of kilometers.
Waves are not only attenuated by ice but also can break up them. Therefore,
their interactions are drawing scientists’ attention because this dynamic pro-
cess may contribute to the sea ice retreat in the Arctic. However, quantitative
analysis of this process is quite challenging because of lacking measurements.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), an active microwave sensor, can image sea
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surface in two-dimension in both high spatial resolution and broad coverage.
Therefore, it has been used for observing oceans wave since the emergence of
the first civil spaceborne SAR (SeaSAT in 1978). Previous studies show that
the process of SAR imaging ocean waves in ice is somehow different from that in
open water. In this study, we attempt to apply the previously developed inver-
sion scheme of two-dimensional ocean wave spectra by SAR data to waves in ice.
Furthermore, we analyzed which modulations in the inversion are suitable for
retrievals of ocean wave spectra in ice-covered areas. The study was conducted
based on the Sentinel-1 SAR data acquired in the Barents Sea, where waves
generated in the Atlantic can propagate long distances and penetrate the ice.

1 Introduction

The Arctic is heating up nearly four times as fast as the global average (Ranta-
nen et al., 2022), even more than the previous findings (Screen & Simmonds,
2010; Serreze & Francis, 2006; Solomon S., 2007). This phenomenon is known as
the Arctic amplification, in which the diminishing of sea ice plays a central role
(Screen & Simmonds, 2010). The Arctic amplification’s main mechanism is the
‘temperature-albedo feedback’, which has been studied in recent decades (Screen
& Simmonds, 2010; Serreze, 2006). However, the observation from remote sen-
sors has revealed that sea ice is retreating faster than the model prediction
(Jeffries et al., 2016), indicating that contributions of other processes might be
overlooked in the models, such as the interaction between the sea ice and ocean
waves (Kohout et al., 2014; Thomson & Rogers, 2014;). The waves break sea ice
when propagating into the ice-covered area, and on the other hand, wave energy
is also damped by sea ice. With sea ice retreating, the ocean fetches extend,
providing broader space for growing waves (Thomson & Rogers, 2014; Kohout
et al., 2014; Ardhuin et al., 2017). Besides, evidence from remote sensing data
shows that there are increasing trends in wind speed in the Arctic Ocean (Liu,
et al., 2016), which could also promote the growth of ocean waves. When the en-
hanced ocean waves penetrate the sea ice, the stronger waves break the ice easier
and change the kinematic and thermodynamic properties of sea ice, making ice
vulnerable to melt (Dumont et al., 2011). Eventually, the fetches extend with
sea ice retreating, and then positive feedback forms (Thomson & Rogers, 2014;
Rolph et al., 2020; Strong & Rigor, 2013). Observations are highly desired to
have a thorough understanding of the process. The wave energy attenuation rate
can be derived from the measurements of ocean waves in ice, which is essential
to predict ice break-up in the coupled models (Kohout et al., 2014). Moreover,
sea ice parameters, such as sea ice thickness, could also be derived from chang-
ing wave parameters in ice (Wadhams et al., 2004). However, observations of
ocean waves in ice are lacking yet.

The microwave sensors, such as the RA (Radar Altimeter) and SAR (Synthetic
Aperture Radar) have been widely used to observe ocean waves in the open sea.
In the past decades, dozens of spaceborne RAs have been launched, providing
a long-term series of ocean wave measurements over the global oceans (Young
et al., 2015; Young & Ribal 2019). Another active microwave sensor, SAR,
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has the capability of imaging ocean waves in two dimensions. Two-dimensional
ocean wave spectra (OWS), which present the wave energy distribution in dif-
ferent frequencies and directions, can be retrieved using SAR images. The
integral wave parameters, such as SWH (significant wave height), wave period
and wavelength, can be calculated via the OWS. However, the imaging process
of ocean waves by SAR is quite complicated, and the consequent retrieval is
not straightforward. With the three dominant imaging mechanisms have been
revealed, i.e., tilt modulation, hydrodynamic modulation, and velocity bunch-
ing (Alpers & Rufenach, 1979; Alpers et al., 1981; Hasselmann et al., 1985),
the Modulation Transfer Functions (MTFs) from OWS to SAR image spectra
are introduced (Hasselmann & Hasselmann, 1991). Subsequently, the nonlin-
ear inversion scheme (called MPI scheme hereafter) was developed to retrieve
OWS by spaceborne SAR data (Hasselmann & Hasselmann, 1991). The SWIM
(Surface Wave Investigation and Monitoring instruments) carried by CFOSAT
(China France Oceanography SATellite) is another instrument that can obtain
the OWS, while each measurement is available in a broad spatial coverage of 70
by 90 km (Hauser et al., 2020). Remote sensing has become the most effective
technique to measure ocean waves in open water. However, in ice-covered areas,
while both RAs and SWIM hardly observe interactions between ice and waves,
SAR still can acquire clear images of waves in ice with both high spatial reso-
lution and broad coverage, which has been observed since early airborne and
spaceborne SAR (Dawe & Parashar, 1978).

SAR’s imaging mechanism of waves in sea ice has been studied since the 1970s
(Dawe & Parashar, 1978; Lyden et al., 1988; Lyzenga et al., 1985; Vachon et al.,
1993). The generally acceptable viewpoints are listed as follows. In ice-covered
areas, the short waves are damped by sea ice, and then the hydrodynamic
modulation caused by the convergence and divergence of Bragg waves could be
neglected (Lyden et al., 1988; Vachon & Olsen 1988). Thus, tilt modulation
is dominant for range-travelling waves (Lyden et al., 1988). However, it has
secondary importance for non-range travelling waves compared with the velocity
bunching, and the latter is the primary mechanism that makes waves visible by
SAR in ice-covered areas (Vachon & Olsen 1988; Vachon et al., 1993). Based
on the preliminary understanding of the imaging process, several studies were
carried out to analyze waves in ice through SAR data.

The SAR image spectra contrast is used to derive the wave energy attenua-
tion rate in propagation in sea ice (Liu et al., 1991; Raney et al.,1989; Shen
et al., 2017), supposing in a linear condition when the wave has a small am-
plitude and long wavelength. However, the nonlinear features are common in
ice-covered areas, and therefore, the mapping from the wave amplitude to SAR
image contrast is complicated (Ardhuin et al., 2017). This nonlinearity makes
the analysis by SAR image spectra more difficult. When waves propagate in
ice-covered areas, the short waves with random motions are damped by sea ice.
Thus, the broadening and smearing effects of SAR imaging ocean waves in the
open sea are reduced correspondingly, enhancing the waves’ visibility in SAR
images and providing a good opportunity to observe the velocity bunching ef-
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fect. The velocity bunching effect can induce periodic displacement, and the
magnitude of displacement is related to the wave orbit velocity. By estimating
the displacement, the orbit velocity of waves can be derived, and the SWH is
further determined based on the wave dispersion relationship (Lyzenga et al.,
1985). However, the idea was more suitable for monochromatic swell. This
method was recently extended and adapted to Sentinel-1 (S1) SAR data to
retrieve SWH in ice-covered areas (Ardhuin et al., 2015; Ardhuin et al., 2017).

The early attempt to retrieve OWS in the ice-covered area based on the MPI
scheme was implemented by Schulz-Stellenfleth (Schulz-Stellenfth & Lehner,
1999, 2002) in the marginal ice zone (MIZ). The hydrodynamic modulation
was neglected in their study, unlike the retrieval in open water using the MPI
scheme. Because shortwaves are attenuated by sea ice, the model spectrum in
front of the ice boundary was modified and then used as a prior spectrum in
the inversion. The best fit OWS in ice was derived, showing a good agreement
between the simulated and observed SAR image spectra.

We can find that the gap is that although nonlinear inversion of OWS by SAR
has been studied for a long term, fewer attempts have been proposed to retrieve
two-dimensional OWS by SAR in ice-covered areas, while this is particularly
important because one needs to know how ocean waves propagate in the ice, in
terms of changes of wave direction, wavelength and height.

The key is still the MTFs of imaging ocean waves by SAR in the ice-covered area.
It is clear that velocity bunching is the primary imaging mechanism for waves in
ice. Hydrodynamic modulation has a minor contribution to the imaging process
and can be neglected. However, tilt modulation remains debated. Vachon et al.
(1993) gave out an expression of tilt modulation for waves propagating in sea
ice based on the airborne SAR data acquired in VV polarization, with incidence
angle ranging from 40˚ to 75˚. The expression of tilt modulation mentioned
in De Carolis (De Carolis, 2002) was derived based on the ERS-2 SAR (also in
VV polarization). The expression was derived in a small piece of scene, with
the incidence angle between 20.5˚ and 23.5˚. However, there were opinions
that tilt modulation’s contribution could also be neglected in ice-covered areas
(Ardhuin et al., 2015).

With the development of ocean wave models, the parametrical expression of
attenuation of waves by sea ice has been involved (The WAVEWATCH III
Development Group (WW3DG). 2019). Therefore, the ocean wave spectra in
ice-covered areas are available through an operational wave model, which par-
tially solves the difficulty of using the MPI scheme to retrieve OWS by SAR,
needing a priori in the inversion process. On the other hand, spaceborne SAR
data, e.g., S1 SAR, have been extensively acquired in the polar regions, provid-
ing abundant observation data to retrieve OWS in ice-covered areas to support
studies on the interaction between ocean waves and sea ice. However, for the
convenience of ice monitoring, most of the S1 images are acquired in HH and HV
polarization, while the previous studies on tilt modulation of ice are available
for VV polarization.
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In summary, this study aims to discuss the feasibility of using the MPI scheme
to retrieve OWS in ice-covered areas by S1 SAR data, mainly focusing on investi-
gating MTFs’ performance in the retrievals. Discussing different MTF schemes
can also help further understand the SAR imaging process for waves in ice.

The paper is arranged as follows. Following the introduction, the used materials
and the applied MPI scheme are presented in Section 2. The study area is in
the Barents Sea, near Svalbard, presenting significant interaction between ocean
waves and sea ice, which is also introduced in the section. In Section 3, we
detailed analyzed experiments on utilizing different MTFs in the MPI scheme
to retrieve OWS by S1 data. Discussion and Conclusions are given in Section
4.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data

2.1.1 SAR data

The Sentinel-1 (S1) is an earth observation mission of the Copernicus joint initia-
tive of the European Commission (EC) and the European Space Agency (ESA).
The S1 is composed of two satellites. The Sentinel-1A (S1A) was launched in
2014. Sentinel-1B (S1B) joined the orbit in 2016 and constituted a twin-satellite
observation network with S1A. The twin satellites have provided extensive ob-
servations in the Arctic area, which could cover the whole Arctic area within
three days. Unfortunately, the S1B ended its mission in December of 2021, but
the good news is that the Sentinel-1C will be launched at the end of March
2023.

There are two frequently used imaging modes of S1 in the Arctic, i.e., the IW
(Interferometric Wide Swath) and the EW (Extra Wide Swath) mode. The
Ground Range Detected (GRD) georeferenced product is used in the study. IW
GRDH product has a higher resolution, with a pixel spacing of 10 m and a
width of 250 km (ESA, 2013). The EW GRDM product has a medium resolu-
tion of 40 m but a wider swath of 400 km. Both acquisition modes work in dual
polarization (selectable between HH+HV and VV+VH). For better monitoring
of sea ice, most images in ice-covered areas are acquired in polarization combi-
nation of HH and HV. All the data are accessed from the Sentinel data portal
(https://scihub.copernicus.eu).

The S1 IW data were radiometrically calibrated according to ESA’s handbook
(ESA, 2013) before being used in the retrieval.

𝜎0=
𝐷𝑁2−𝑛

𝑘2𝑠
(1)

Where, 𝜎0 is the normalized radar cross section (NRCS). DN is the digital
number of the SAR data. 𝑛 and 𝑘𝑠 are the noise vectors and the calibrate
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constant provided in the S1 product, respectively.

After calibration, sub-images with the size of 512�512 pixels (about 5.12�5.12 km)
are extracted for retrieval. The SAR image spectrum is calculated and coded
using the same method to produce the ERS UWA product (Brooker, 1995).
The UWA product is a SAR image product designed by ESA during the ERS
period and has been used as the input of the MPI retrieval method (Bruening
et al., 1994; Heimbach et al., 1995). The re-coded spectra are stored in 12�12
wavenumber and direction grids, with wavelength ranging from 65.8 to 658 m
and directions from 0˚ to 180˚.

2.1.2 WW3 data

The predicted OWS as the priori in the MPI inversion used in the study is pro-
vided by NMEFC (National Marine Environmental Forecasting Center, China)
by running the third-generation global wave model Wave Watch III (WW3).
These ocean wave spectra are provided in 48�25 direction-frequency bins. The
initial frequency is 0.041772 Hz with a multiplicative increment of 1.1. The
direction ranges from 0˚ to 352.5˚, with an increment of 7.5˚. The spectra
are provided hourly in the Barents Sea and the Greenland Sea, with a space
interval of 0.5˚. In the model, the source term of sea-ice interaction is used
(Liu et al., 1991; WW3DG, 2019), and the predicted model spectra are available
in ice-covered areas, which are used as prior in inversion.

2.2 Study area

The study was carried out in the MIZ in the Barents Sea. Energetic waves
generated by storms in the Atlantic Ocean are frequently observed penetrating
sea ice in this area (Liu et al., 2016). Thus, this area is ideal for studying
the interaction between sea ice and ocean waves. The sea ice extent changes
seasonally and generally reaches its maximum at the end of March in the Arctic.
The monthly averaged wave field by ERA5 reanalysis data in March 2021 is
shown in Figure 1. A strong northward wave system existed in this area, with
SWH of about 2.5 m near the ice edge. In Figure 2, we also show an S1 IW
image acquired near Svalbard on March 14th. Ice covered the northern part of
the image, and the bright band in the middle of the image are caused by the
accumulation of ice floes near the ice edge. The enlarged view in Figure 2 (b)
shows waves propagating in the zone of ice floes.
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Figure 1� ERA 5 monthly averaged wave filed in March 2021 in the Barents
Sea. The colour indicates the SWH, and the arrows represent the propagating
direction of waves.

Figure 2. S1 IW images acquired around Svalbard on March 14th, 2021. (b)
The enlarged view of waves in ice at the blue dot in (a).

2.3 Brief description of the MPI inversion scheme

The MTFs used in the MPI scheme consist of three prominent modulations, i.e.,
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tilt modulation (denoted as 𝑇 𝑡
𝑘 ), hydrodynamic modulation (𝑇 ℎ

𝑘 ) and velocity
bunching (𝑇 vb

𝑘 ), which are given in formulas (2)-(5), respectively. In these
equations, 𝑘 is the wave number, and 𝜔 is the circular frequency. 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦
represent the azimuth and range wavenumber components, respectively. 𝜃 is
the incidence angle. 𝜇 in (4) is the damping factor. 𝑅 in (5) is the slant range
distance from the satellite to the target and 𝑈 is the platform’s velocity. Besides,
the range bunching effect, which is a purely geometric effect (𝑇 rb

𝑘 in (6)), is also
included in the imaging process (Gower, 1983). The sum of the tilt modulation,
hydrodynamic modulation, and range bunching modulation is known as the
MTF of RAR, which is a linear process.

𝑇 𝑡
ow (VV) = −𝑖𝑘𝑦

4 cot 𝜃
1+sin 𝜃2 (2)

𝑇 𝑡
ow (HH) = −𝑖𝑘𝑦

4 cot 𝜃
1−sin 𝜃2 (3)

𝑇 ℎ = 4.5 𝑘2
𝑦

|𝑘|
𝜔−𝑖𝜇

𝜔2+𝜇2 (4)
𝑇 vb

𝑘 = −𝛽𝑘𝑥𝜔 (cos� − 𝑖 𝑘𝑦
𝑘 sin�) , 𝛽 = 𝑅

𝑈 (5)
𝑇 rb

𝑘 = 𝑖𝑘𝑦
cos 𝜃
sin 𝜃 (6)

The sea surface is not frozen when imaged by SAR, and the velocity of the
sea surface induces the shift of scatter element in the SAR image plane. The
effect is known as velocity bunching, a nonlinear process in SAR imaging of
ocean waves. The waves with wavelength less than the displacement would be
smeared, known as the high-frequency cut-off effect.

Based on the MTFs described above, the MPI scheme was proposed, which has
been implemented to retrieve OWS in open water (Hasselmann & Hasselmann,
1991; Heimbach et al., 1995; Li et al., 2018). The first-guess spectrum used in
the MPI inversion scheme compensates for the lost high-frequency information
and solves the 180˚ ambiguity of wave propagation direction. The principle of
the MPI method is to find an optimal solution iteratively, yielding the smallest
difference between the simulated and observed SAR spectrum. A cost function 𝐽
is used to control the adjustment of OWS and decide when to stop the iteration.

𝐽 = ∫ [𝑃(𝑘) − 𝑃(𝑘)]2 𝑃(𝑘)dk + 𝜇 ∫ [𝐹(𝑘)−𝐹(𝑘)]2

[𝐵+min{𝐹(𝑘),𝐹(𝑘)}]2 dk + 𝜂 [𝛼𝜆2
cl−�̂�2

cl]
2

max{[𝜆4
cl ,̂𝜆4

cl]} (7)

The cost function 𝐽 consists of three terms. The first one is the difference
between the observed SAR image spectrum 𝑃(𝑘) and the simulated spectrum
𝑃 (𝑘). The former is calculated from the SAR image using FFT, and the latter is
a forward mapping from the retrieved OWS based on the MTF. The second term
represents the difference between the first-guess spectrum 𝐹(𝑘) and retrieved
OWS 𝐹(𝑘). 𝜇 denotes the influence factor and was set to 0.0005𝑃𝑚ax. The
small constant 𝐵 is added to avoid the denominator from being 0, which is set
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to 0.0001𝐹max. The last term indicates the difference between the observed cut-
off wavelength �̂�𝑐 and the simulated one 𝜆cl. 𝜂 is the weight and is set to the
5 × 104𝑃 . 𝛼 is the energy scale factor and is adjusted during the iteration. The
OWS is adjusted to minimize the cost function. When the cost function achieves
the minimum, the simulated SAR spectrum is closest to the observed spectrum,
and the retrieved OWS is close to the first-guess spectrum simultaneously. In
this way, the best fit spectrum, i.e., the retrieved spectrum, is determined. The
retrieved OWS is given in a wavenumber-wavenumber form (513�513) in this
study, with the wavenumber ranging from -0.3142 to 0.3142 m/rad.

The convergence index (abbreviated as C.I.) is used to justify the retrieved re-
sults in open water, which is the ratio of the cost function value in the last
and its value in the first iteration loop. The smaller the C.I. is, the better
performance the inversion is achieved. Usually, the results with C.I. less than
0.5 could be acceptable in retrievals in open water (Hasselmann et al., 1998).
However, in ice-covered areas, the prior spectra may have more bias from the
truth. Thus, the higher C.I. could be induced by an enlarged discrepancy be-
tween the retrieval and the priori. As we lack in-situ measurements of ocean
waves in ice-covered areas, it is hard to validate the finally retrieved spectra.
SAR observations are the only truth. Therefore, two parameters are used ad-
ditionally to describe the similarity between the simulated and observed SAR
spectrum, i.e., the correlation coefficient (abbreviated as Cor.) and the squared
error (abbreviated as Err.) (Bruening et al., 1994; Hasselmann et al., 1998).
The Cor. is close to 1 and the squared error is close to 0 if the simulated SAR
spectrum is close to the observed SAR spectrum.

Cor = ∫ 𝑃(𝑘)𝑃(𝑘)dk

√∫ 𝑃 2(𝑘)dk ∫ 𝑃 2(𝑘)dk
(8)

Err = ∫ [𝑃(𝑘)−𝑃(𝑘)]2dk

√∫ 𝑃 2(𝑘)dk ∫ 𝑃 2(𝑘)dk
(9)

An example of retrieval of OWS based on the MPI scheme in an ice-covered
area is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) is the SAR sub-image (5.12�5.12 km),
and its central location is represented by the blue dot in Figure 2. (b) is the
corresponding image spectrum calculated from the sub-image. (c) and (d) are
the first-guess spectrum provided by the NMEFC WW3 model and the retrieved
spectrum by the MPI scheme, respectively. The SAR sub-image and image
spectrum show that two wave systems propagate in different directions in the
ice-covered area. One was propagating northwest and the other was propagating
northeast, with the wavelength of approximately 100 m and 300 m, respectively.
The first-guess spectrum suggests that the model predicted only the wave system
propagating to the northeast. The retrieved OWS shows that the propagation
direction of the northeastward wave is about 30˚ (clockwise from the true north,
same for the elsewhere) and the wavelength is about 347 m. The northwestward
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wave, not predicted by the NMEFC WW3 model, is resolved in the retrieval,
with a wavelength of about 101 m and propagation direction of 336˚.

Figure 3. An example of OWS retrieval in an ice-covered area by S1 data
using the MPI scheme. (a) S1 sub-image acquired in the ice-covered area, which
location is marked by the blue dot in Figure 2. (b) the corresponding SAR image
spectrum. (c) the first-guess spectrum provided by the NMEFC WW3 model.
(d) the retrieved ocean wave spectra by the MPI scheme. The black circles
label the wavelength of 100, 200, 400 and 800 m from outside to inside. For
convenient comparison, the energies of these spectra are relatively normalized.
The colour indicates the relative energy of spectra. The same is true for the left
comparisons of spectra in this study.

2.4 Different combinations of MTFs in the MPI scheme

In this study, we used three different combinations of MTFs in the MPI inversion
scheme. One involves all three prominent modulations, i.e., the tilt modulation,
the hydrodynamic modulation, and the velocity bunching in the MPI scheme.
Previous studies point out that the hydrodynamic modulation is neglectable
in ice-covered areas, but the debate on tilt modulation exists. Therefore, the
second and third combinations neglect the hydrodynamic modulation but have
different tilt modulations. Details of three combinations of MTFs are described
as follows.

• MPI scheme

All three dominant modulations in open water are involved in this scheme. The
scheme is used to compare the improvements achieved by changes in MTFs.

• MPI-NTNH scheme

In the MPI-NTNH scheme, both the hydrodynamic and tilt modulations are
neglected. The velocity bunching remains.

• MPI-𝑇 𝑡
iceNH scheme

We neglected the hydrodynamic modulation in this scheme but maintained the
tilt modulation. However, as it is pointed out that tilt MTF in ice for HH-
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polarized SAR data is not available, we derived one based on the collected S1
data acquired in the study area.

Tilt MTF is expressed in (10) (Alpers et al., 1981), which describes the modu-
lation of the radar cross-section caused by the surface slope.

𝑇 𝑡 = 𝑖𝑘𝑦
1

𝜎0
𝛿𝜎0

�� (10)

Using the second-order polynomial, the relationship between the radar cross-
section and incidence angles can be established in ice-covered areas. As shown
in (11), A, B and C are the polynomial coefficients. 𝜃deg is the incidence angle
in degrees.

10 lg (𝜎0) = 𝐴𝜃2
deg + 𝐵𝜃deg + 𝐶 (11)

Substitute Equation (11) into (10), the expression of tilt MTF in ice can be
derived correspondingly:

𝑇 𝑡
ice = 𝑖𝑘𝑦

180 log(10)
10𝜋 (2𝐴𝜃deg + 𝐵) (12)

The tilt MTF in ice was derived firstly by Vachon et al. (1993), based on
the airborne SAR image acquired in VV polarization. The composition of the
sea ice during the observation area is continual small ice floes with diameters
smaller than 20 m. The selected scene was unperturbed by waves. The derived
polynomial coefficients A and B are 0.022 and -0.56, respectively. However,
the expression was derived based on the VV-polarized SAR data, with a large
incidence angle ranging from 40˚ to 75˚. As the S1 IW data used in this study
for retrieval were acquired in HH polarization and medium incidence angles
between 30˚ to 45˚, we derived a new tilt modulation for these data. Eleven S1
EW images acquired near Svalbard in March 2021 were collected, with incidence
angles ranging from 19˚ to 47˚. Figure 4 (a) shows the locations of the eleven
EW images. 58 transects (blue stripes in (a)) presenting relatively homogeneous
ice surfaces were selected from the images to derive the tilt MTF. The size of
the transects in the azimuth direction is 50 pixels. Figure 4 (b)-(d) show the
sub-images that contain the transects (white box) acquired in various incidence
angles.

Based on the visual interpretation and U.S. National Ice Data Center Arctic
and Antarctic sea ice charts (https://nsidc.org/data /g10013/versions/1), the
sea ice in this area is mainly young ice and thin first-year ice. According to
the ICESat-2 monthly gridded ice thickness product (accessible from https:
//n5eil01u.ecs.nsidc.org/ICESAT2_PO/IS2SITMOGR4. 002/), the averaged
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ice thickness along the selected transects is approximately 0.70 m. The transects
were unperturbed by waves.

Figure 4. (a) Locations of eleven S1 EW images used to derive tilt modulation
in ice. The blue stripes are the selected transects. (b)-(d) are examples showing
the transects (white box), acquired in different incidence angles of approximately
21, 31, and 39 degrees, respectively

The transects were first averaged along the azimuth direction, then averaged in
each incidence angle bin, with a size of 0.25 ˚. In this way, the NRCS over sea
ice along the incidence angles is obtained, as shown in Figure 5. The red line
is the quadratic fitting of these data. The coefficients A and B are 0.0018 and
-0.3258, respectively. Substituting the two coefficients in (12), we obtained the
tilt modulation in ice (denoted 𝑇 𝑡

ice hereafter) for the HH-polarized SAR data.
It is consequently used in the inversion scheme, named MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme.

𝑇 𝑡
ice = 𝑖𝑘𝑦

180 log(10)
10𝜋 (0.0036𝜃 − 0.3258) (12)
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Figure 5. Variation of NRCS derived from the 58 transects with incidence
angles in sea ice. The red line is the quadratic fitting of the data.

3 Results

In this section, we present experiments on retrieving OWS by different schemes
described in Section 2.4 and analysis of their performances in different scenarios.

Figure 6 (a) shows a mosaic map, including four EW images and two IW images
acquired on March 20th around Svalbard. The blue curve in the map roughly
outlines the edge of sea ice. From the ice edge to where the wave pattern van-
ished, a relatively homogeneous transect was chosen (green line), with a length
of about 130 km and the incidence angle of approximately 38˚. Sub-images
were extracted with space intervals of about 2.5 km along the transect. Figure
6 (b) shows the combined thickness of thin sea ice (ice thickness less than 50 cm)
from SMOS and SMAP (https://seaice.unibremen.de/data/smos_smap/). The
rectangle in Figure 6 (b) shows the coverage of the IW data used for retrieval
and the solid line represents the transect chosen. The sea ice thickness along
the transect is less than 40 cm.
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Figure 6. Overview of the study case. (a) S1 images acquired around Svalbard
on March 20th 2021. The Blue curve outlines the edge of sea ice interpreted
from the SAR images. The green line indicates the selected transect. (b) the
combined sea ice thickness from the SMOS and SMAP data. The black boxes
show coverages of the two consecutively acquired IW images from 15:03:09 UTC
to 15:03:59 UTC on March 20th. The solid black line in the ice thickness map
represents the selected transect.

Figure 7. (a) The wave field predicted by the NMEFC WW3 model at 15 UTC
on March 20th 2021. The colour in the background represents SWH, and black
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and white arrows show the propagation direction of the dominant and secondary
swells. (b) The NMEFC WW3 predicted OWS at the location marked by the
red square in (a), before waves propagating into the sea ice

Figure 7 (a) shows the wave field predicted by the NMEFC WW3 at 15 UTC
on March 20th. The colour in the background represents SWH, and the over-
laid black and white arrows show the dominant and secondary wave directions,
respectively. The red square in Figure 7 (a) is the last grid of the WW3 model
in open water, and after this grid, the model predicted wave state in the ice-
covered area. The grid size of the model is 0.5˚, which is not precisely consistent
with the ice edge observed in the SAR image. The WW3 OWS at the grid is
shown in Figure 7 (b). Two wave systems are visible in the spectrum. One was
propagating to the northeast, with a wavelength of approximately 240 m. The
other was propagating to the northwest with a wavelength of approximately 90
m. The predicted SWH at the location is 1.86 m.

3.1. Retrieved results based on the MPI scheme

The MPI scheme was applied to six cases along the transect (white dots in the
green line in Figure 6 (a)) to retrieve OWS and the results are shown in Figure
8. Their distances from the ice edge were 25, 30, 58, 80, 98 and 123 km. The
first and second rows show the sub-images and the corresponding derived image
spectrum of each case. The WW3 model spectra and the retrieved spectra are
presented in the third and last row, respectively. For convenience, the observed
SAR spectra in cases 1-6 were unified, as well as the first guess spectra and
retrieved OWS. The relative energy is represented in different colours. Dark red
represents the highest energy level, while blue indicates the lowest.

We found two wave systems in the SAR images and their image spectra in these
cases. One was propagating towards the northeast, and the other was propagat-
ing towards the northwest, closing to the flight direction. The two wave systems
have comparable intensity in the first two cases, though the northeastward wave
is slightly stronger. Starting from case 3, the northeastward wave became rela-
tively weak. The strong contrast between the two wave systems in SAR spectra
emerged but was reduced again in cases 5 and 6. However, no such change was
shown in their corresponding first-guess spectra. The prior spectra always show
that the northeastward wave dominates.

The last row shows that the retrieved OWS differ from the prior spectra. In
cases 2 to 4, the northwestward wave system had stronger energy, while the
northwestward component dominated the rest of the cases. The influence of ice
distribution might explain these changes. As shown in Figure 6(a), there is a
piece of tongue-like ice in the southwest of Svalbard. The northeastward wave
had propagated a longer distance in sea ice when it reached cases 2 to 4 than
the other wave system, so the energy had been attenuated significantly and left
the northwestward component dominating. In cases 5 and 6, an open water area
appeared in the west. The propagating distance in ice for the northeastward
wave is shorter than that in cases 2 to 4, and then the northeastward wave
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dominates again.

Moreover, we notice that there are differences in spectrum structure. In cases
1 and 2, the predicted spectra show that the northeastward component has a
wavelength of about 300 m, whereas the retrieved wavelength is about 200 m. In
cases 5 and 6, the predicted wave direction of the northeastward wave is about
60˚, but the retrieved spectra show that the wave was propagating along 30˚.

Though the retrievals based on the MPI scheme show more plausible results
than the model prediction, we found the retrieval process is hard to converge,
with averaged C.I. of 0.83, which means the values of the cost function were
hardly reduced. Noticeable differences still exist between the simulated and
observed SAR spectra, which account for 67.61% of the cost function. The
poor parameters indicate that the MTF scheme used in open water is not well
suitable for waves in ice.
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Figure 8. The first row: SAR sub-images. The second row: Image spectra of
the sub-images. The third row: NWEFC WW3 OWS at the grid near to the
cases. The fourth row: retrieved OWS using the MPI scheme.

3.2. OWS retrieval based on the modified MTFs

In this section, the modified MTF schemes, i.e., the MPI-NTNH and MPI-
𝑇 𝑡

fitNH schemes were used to retrieve OWS in ice-covered areas along the selected
transect. The comparisons among the retrievals by different MTFs are presented,
and we further discuss the improvements achieved by modified MTFs.

As the mixture of sea ice and open water may contain in SAR images and
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then influences the retrieval, scenes with heavy mixtures were excluded from
comparisons. Eventually, 27 sub-images along the transect (Figure 6) were used
for retrievals. The comparisons of their retrieval statistical parameters, i.e., C.I.,
Err., and Cor., based on the different MTFs are shown in Figure 9. In these
plots, the black, blue and red lines represent the statistical parameters achieved
by the MPI, the MPI-NTNH and the MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, respectively. The
mean values of the statistical parameters of the 27 cases are listed in Table
1. From Figure 9 and Table 1, we can find that both the MPI-NTNH and
MPI-𝑇 𝑡

fitNH scheme achieve improvements in these statistical parameters.

Figure 9. Comparisons of statistical parameters of retrieval among different
schemes. (a) comparison of the C.I.. (b) comparison of the Err.. (c) comparison
of the Cor. The black, blue, and red lines indicate the results by MPI, MPI-
NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes.

Table 1. Averaged statistical parameters of retrieval
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C.I. Reduction of the first term in the cost function Err. Cor.
MPI 0.83 / 0.58 83.66
MPI-NTNH 0.57 34.18% 0.31 89.26
MPI-Tt

iceNH 0.54 36.13% 0.31 89.14

Using the MPI-NTNH scheme, the C.I. was reduced in nearly all the cases, from
0.83 (MPI scheme) to 0.57 on average. The smaller C.I. indicates that the cost
function was reduced effectively, and the inversion is easier to converge. The
first term in the cost function, i.e., the weighted squared error of simulated SAR
spectra, has reduced by 34.18% on average compared with the results of the MPI
scheme. It suggests that the simulated spectra by the MPI-NHNT scheme are
closer to the observation than those by the MPI scheme. The improvements
in the similarity between the simulated and observed SAR spectra were also
shown in the changes of Err. and Cor.. The Err. of the simulated SAR spectra
reduced from 0.58 (MPI scheme) to 0.31, with an average reduction of nearly
50%. The Cor. improved from 83.66% to 89.26%. Improvements in the statisti-
cal parameters suggest that neglecting the tilt and hydrodynamic modulations
can yield better retrievals than the full MTFs used.

Similar to the performances achieved by the MPI-NTNH scheme, the MPI-
𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme also shows better performance than the MPI scheme. The C.I.
reduced from 0.83 to 0.54, and the first term of the cost function reduced by
36.13% on average. The Err. reduced from 0.58 to 0.31, and the Cor. improved
from 83.66% to 89.14%. Both the MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

fitNH schemes show
better performance than the MPI scheme, however, with few exceptions, like the
case located 50 km into the ice edge. The case is referred to as case 7 hereafter,
and the corresponding retrieval by different schemes is shown in Figure 10. Fig-
ure 10 (a) and (b) shows the extracted sub-image and the corresponding image
spectrum, respectively. Clear wave patterns are observed in the sub-image. The
simulated SAR spectrum by the MPI, MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes are
shown in (d)-(f), and the corresponding retrieved OWS are shown in (g)-(i). It
can be found that the underestimation of the simulated SAR spectrum is ob-
viously in the MPI scheme, with the maximum energy of the simulated and
observed SAR spectra of 55.11 versus 106.38. The improvements were achieved
by both the MPI-NTNH (154.34) and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH (142.31) schemes, though
with some overestimations. The Err. of simulated SAR spectrum reduced from
0.49 (MPI scheme) to 0.36 (MPI-NTNH), and to 0.25 (MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH). However,
the C.I. achieved by the latter two schemes increased significantly. The increase
in C.I. was mainly caused by the first guess spectrum, which may differ signif-
icantly from reality. As shown in (g)-(i), the retrieved spectra have stronger
wave energy than the priori. The retrieved SWH is 0.78, 1.46 and 1.14 m by
MPI, MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, respectively, while the predicted
SWH is only 0.52 m. However, the clear wave patterns and image contrast
presented in the SAR images suggest that the sea state should not be such low.
Thus, we suppose there might be an underestimation in the first-guess spectrum.
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Besides, significant differences were shown between the retrieved and the first-
guess spectra, especially for the northeastward wave component. The predicted
wavelength was approximately 300 m, and the propagation direction was about
30˚. The retrieved wavelengths and propagation directions by different schemes
are close, with values of approximately 200 m and 20˚, respectively. The re-
trieved wavelengths are much shorter than the prediction. Thus, the enlarged
discrepancies between the retrieved and prior OWS induced the high value of
C.I.

Figure 10. Retrievals of OWS for case 7 (77.05˚N, 27.949˚E) based on the
different schemes. (a) and (b) are the extracted SAR sub-image and the corre-
sponding image spectrum, respectively. (c) is the first-guess spectrum used in
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the inversion. (d)-(f) is the simulated SAR spectra obtained by the MPI, MPI-
NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, and the retrieved OWS are shown in (g)-(i)
correspondingly.

When comparing the statistical parameters achieved by the MPI-NTNH and
MPI-𝑇 𝑡

fitNH schemes, we found that the MPI-𝑇 𝑡
iceNH scheme shows better per-

formance in C.I. with an average of 0.54 versus 0.57 by the MPI-NTNH scheme.
However, no significant differences are shown in the comparisons of Err. and
Cor.. The statistical parameters were the average of 27 cases, and the param-
eters of each case were also averaged in all the wavenumber-wavenumber bins.
The differences might vanish during the averaging. On the other hand, the two
modified MTF schemes only have a difference in tilt modulation, which con-
cerns more about the range-travelling waves. In the selected profile, less cases
contained near-range wave components. Thus, slight differences were shown in
their statistical parameters. However, we find some differences in the simulated
spectra derived by the two schemes when the wave propagation direction had a
small angle with the radar range direction. An example is shown in Figure 11,
which is numbered case 8.

Two wave systems present in the SAR image spectrum (a) and the first-guess
spectrum (b). One was propagating to the northwest, closing to the flight direc-
tion of the satellite, and the other was propagating to the northeast, about 8˚
by the range direction. The simulated SAR spectra by the MPI, MPI-NTNH
and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes are shown in Figure 11(c) – (e). There is an under-
estimation of the northeastward (close to range direction) wave component by
the MPI scheme. The MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes better reproduce
this wave system, especially the latter one, as one can see clearly that the peak
contour is comparable with that in the SAR spectrum. The simulated spectral
peak density and wavelength of the northeastward wave component by the MPI-
𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme are 27.85 and 273 m, closer to the SAR observations of 31.88
and 279 m than those (24.42 and 288 m) achieved by the MPI-NTNH scheme.
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Figure 11. Comparisons of the simulated SAR spectra using different schemes
for case 8. (a) the observed SAR spectra. (b) the first-guess spectrum used in
retrieval. (c)-(e) show the simulated results derived by MPI, MPI-NTNH and
MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, respectively.

This subsection presents the analysis of performances of retrieving OWS in ice-
covered areas by SAR based on different schemes. The comparisons suggest that
neglecting hydrodynamic modulation can yield better retrievals than the full
MTFs applied in the retrieval. Although overall statistical parameters achieved
in the retrievals suggest that neglecting tilt modulation or not are pretty similar,
a case with a range-travelling wave does show their differences. Therefore, in
the following subsection, we focus on the impact of tilt modulation on retrievals.

3.3. Retrieval of a case with range-travelling waves

As the tilt modulation concerns more about the range-travelling waves, case 9
with range-travelling wave dominant was selected to make a further compar-
ison between the MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

fitNH schemes. The case is located
at 76.74˚ N, 24.09˚ E in an ice-covered area. The sub-image of the case is
shown in Figure 12 (a), with an incidence angle of 31.36˚. Figure 12 (b) shows
the collocated first-guess spectrum, presenting a sea state with range-travelling
waves.
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Figure 12. (a) Case 9 sub-image shows near-range-travelling waves at
76.74˚N/24.09˚ E in the ice-covered area. (b) the collocated NMEFC WW3
spectrum.

The statistical parameters, i.e., the C.I., Err., and Cor. achieved by MPI, MPI-
NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes are listed in Table 2. Significant improve-
ments were achieved by both the MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, with
the C.I. reducing from 0.62 (MPI scheme) to 0.32 (MPI-NTNH), and to 0.22
(MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH). The Err. reduced from 0.92 to 0.51 and 0.33, respectively. The
Cor. improved to 77.96% (MPI-NTNH scheme) and 85.48% (MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH), from
59.93% in the MPI scheme.

The parameters show that the performance of the MPI-𝑇 𝑡
iceNH is better than the

MPI-NTNH scheme, as the range-travelling component dominates in this case.
The C.I. is 0.22 versus 0.32 (MPI-NTNH scheme), which means the MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH
scheme is easier to find the optimal solution than the MPI-NTNH scheme. The
smaller Err. (0.22) and higher Cor (85.48%) also suggest that the simulated
SAR spectrum is much closer to the observed spectrum than the MPI-NTNH
scheme, which has Err. and Cor. of 0.32 and 77.96%.

Table 2. Statistical parameters of the retrievals based on different MTF
schemes for the case are shown in Fig.12.

C.I. Err. Cor.
MPI 0.62 0.92 59.93
MPI-NTNH 0.32 0.51 77.96
MPI-Tt

iceNH 0.22 0.33 85.48

Further comparison was made on the simulated SAR spectra between the MPI-
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NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡
iceNH schemes. As shown in Figure 13, (a) is the observed

SAR spectrum. (b) and (c) show the simulated SAR spectra by MPI-NTNH
and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH schemes, respectively. The spectra have been unified, and the
colour indicates the relative energy. Focusing on the dominant wave component
(red rectangle area), we can see that both the MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH
schemes can yield the simulations that are close to SAR observation. The sim-
ulated peak wavelength and wave direction are identical to SAR observation,
with values of 33.4˚ and 228 m. However, the energy of simulated spectra
was slightly underestimated. The maximum energy of the observed SAR spec-
trum is 40.52. The underestimation of peak energy is slightly worse by the
MPI-NHNT scheme than by the MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme, with maximum energy
of 33.13 versus 34.84. Form (b) and (c), we can see that the spectrum derived
by the MPI-NTNH scheme has a narrower shape than that by the MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH
scheme, especially near the range direction. It means more underestimations
for wave energy near the range direction caused by the small modulation in the
MPI-NTNH scheme for range-travelling waves. The simulated SAR spectrum
by the MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme is closer to observation than the MPI-NTNH scheme.
There is an additional eastward component in the simulated SAR spectra by
both two schemes, which is not visible in the observed SAR spectrum. This dif-
ference was induced by the first-guess spectrum (Figure 12 (b)), which provided
a northeastward wave component with a wavelength of about 161 m. More-
over, the first guess spectrum predicted a relative strong energy level eastward.
Therefore, the eastward component was forward-mapped to the simulated SAR
spectrum and was reserved during the inversion.

Figure 13. Comparison of the observed SAR spectrum and the simulated SAR
for case 9 with range-travelling wave dominating. (a) Observed SAR spectrum.
(b) and (c) simulated SAR spectra by MPI-NTNH and MPI-NTNH schemes,
respectively.

Both this case of range-travelling wave dominating and the one in the previous
section highlight the necessity of involving the tilt modulation in accurately
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retrieving the two-dimensional wave spectra in ice-covered areas by SAR.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Lacking observation data is a significant obstacle to studying the interaction
between sea ice and ocean waves. Deploying in situ wave buoys in the MIZ,
particularly in the ice-covered area, is even more complicated than in the open
water. Remote sensing should play an important role in such a study. As an
imaging radar, SAR can yield observations of waves travelling in ice-covered
areas in high spatial resolution and broad coverage. It has competitive advan-
tages in studying this interesting phenomenon emerging in the MIZ of polar
regions. By the SAR-derived OWS, one can achieve variations not only in SWH
but also in the wavelength and direction of ocean waves travelling in ice-covered
areas, which are keys to understanding the mechanisms of the interaction and
can contribute significantly to wave-ice coupling modelling in the polar regions.

The MPI nonlinear scheme has been proposed and used for retrieving OWS by
spaceborne SAR for decades in open water. However, the scheme is less applied
to waves travelling in the ice-covered area, mainly because the corresponding
MTFs remain under further investigation.

In this study, we attempted to retrieve OWS for waves in ice by spaceborne
SAR based on different combinations of MTFs to verify which applies to the
scenario of ocean waves travelling in ice. One scheme (MPI scheme) involves all
three dominant modulations, i.e., hydrodynamic modulation, tilt modulation
and velocity bunching. The second scheme neglects the hydrodynamic and tilt
modulations (MPI-NTNH scheme). The third one also neglects the hydrody-
namic modulation but remains the tilt modulation (MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme). As
no tilt modulation is available for HH-polarized SAR data over sea ice, we de-
rived one based on the collected S1 data in this study.

Experiments on retrieving OWS by the different combinations of MTFs were
conducted for S1 IW data acquired in the MIZ in the Barents Sea in March
2021. In this case, swells generated by remote storms in the Atlantic propagated
in the MIZ as far as 130 km from the ice edge.

Although the experiment based on the same MTFs as those used for retrieving
OWS by spaceborne SAR in open water can yield retrievals in sea ice, the con-
vergence index is quite large, indicating that the retrievals are hard to converge.
This means the MTFs in the MPI inversion scheme is not fully applicable for
retrievals in ice-covered area. The statistical parameters diagnosing retrievals
achieved in the experiments of MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH show significant
improvements compared with those in the experiment applying MTFs in wa-
ter. The C.I. reduces from 0.83 (MPI scheme) to 0.57(MPI-NTNH scheme) and
0.54 (MPI-𝑇 𝑡

ice NH scheme), indicating the inversion is easier to converge by the
MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

ice NH schemes. The Err. reduces by nearly 50% and
the Cor. improves from 83.66% to approximately 89%, which suggests that the
simulated SAR spectrum is closer to the observed SAR spectrum. This result
further proves that velocity bunching is the main modulation of SAR imaging
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ocean waves in ice and hydrodynamic modulation is neglectable, as previous
studies have found. However, no significant difference of the three statistical
parameters appears in the retrievals based on the MPI-NTNH and MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH
schemes. It needs to be pointed out that the statistical parameters were aver-
aged in the whole spectral domain and all cases.

We further presented a case in which the range-travelling wave was dominating.
The MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme performs better than the MPI-NTNH scheme, and the
C.I. is 0.22 versus 0.32. The MPI-𝑇 𝑡

iceNH scheme achieved smaller Err. and
higher Cor. with values of 0.33 and 85.48%, compared with those of 0.51 and
77.86% achieved by the MPI-NHNT scheme. The results indicate that though
the tilt modulation has a minor contribution to the imaging process for waves
in ice, more accurate results can be achieved using the suitable tilt MTF.

In this study, the derived tilt modulation for HH-polarized SAR data in ice is
based on 11 S1 EW data, which have incidence angles between 19˚ to 47˚.
Moreover, the mean ice thickness along the selected transects is approximately
0.69 m, and the sea ice was mainly composed of young ice and thin first-year
ice. We compared the magnitude of the derived tilt modulation with that in
open water (Hasselmann & Hasselmann, 1991) (both for HH polarization), as
shown in Figure 14. It is found that the latter is over three times more than
the former when the incidence angle is in the range of 19 ˚ to 47˚. According
to the theoretical analysis (Fung, 1994), the level of radar backscatter for HH-
polarized microwave drops faster when the dielectric constant increases. As
seawater generally has a higher dielectric constant than ice, the backscatter
coefficients of seawater drop faster than ice, along with the incidence angle
increasing. The definition of tilt modulation (Equation.12) indeed reflects the
change of radar backscatter along with incidence angle, i.e., the smaller the
change is, the smaller the tilt modulation is.
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Figure 14. Modulus of tilt modulation in open water (blue-dashed line) and
ice (red-solid line) for HH polarization.

The radar backscatter of sea ice is complicated, and surface scattering and vol-
ume scattering can have joint contributions to the radar backscatter (Fung,
1994). The level of backscatter can be changed with the stage of sea ice de-
velopment and sea ice forms. The characteristics of sea ice, such as salinity,
wetness, temperature, and snow cover, can also influence the radar backscatter.
As the ice condition may change along the wave propagation, the relationship
between the NRCS and incidence angle may change accordingly. Consequently,
the derived tilt modulation can have different magnitudes and contributions to
the imaging process of waves in ice by SAR.

Nevertheless, this study rather detailed analyzes the feasibility of retrieving
two-dimensional spectra for ocean waves travelling in sea ice by spaceborne
SAR. We derived a tilt MTF for the HH-polarized SAR data based on the S1
data. The comparisons of retrievals based on different schemes suggest that:
(i) the hydrodynamic modulation is negligible in the nonlinear retrieval; (ii)
The tilt modulation has a secondary contribution to the imaging process of
waves in ice by SAR, compared to the velocity bunching. To achieve more
accurate retrievals, it is suggested to involve suitable tilt modulation in the
MTFs, especially when the range-travelling waves dominate. In the MIZ of
the Arctic, just like the Barents Sea, which is adjacent to the Atlantic, strong
swell and crossing seas are often observed. Remote storms generate these waves
in the Atlantic at different moments; therefore, excluding cases without range-
travelling components is challenging. We are collecting more cases to verify
impacts of tilt modulation on the retrievals in different scenarios. Moreover,
based on the retrieval of two-dimensional wave spectra, the changing of wave
energy, wavelength and propagation direction of different components can be
qualified, which are essential for understanding the interaction between sea ice
and waves.
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